Programmable network hardware can run services traditionally deployed on servers, resulting in orders-of-magnitude improvements in performance. Yet, despite these performance improvements, network operators remain skeptical of in-network computing. The conventional wisdom is that the operational costs from increased power consumption outweigh any performance benefits. Unless in-network computing can justify its costs, it will be disregarded as yet another academic exercise.
Introduction
Data center operators face a challenging task. On the one hand, they must satisfy the ever-increasing demand for greater data volumes and better performance. On the other hand, they must decrease operational costs and their environmental footprint by reducing power consumption.
One promising approach to increasing application performance is in-network computing [22, 33, 36, 38, 69] . Innetwork computing refers to a particular type of hardware acceleration where network traffic is intercepted by the accelerating network device before it reaches the host, and where computations traditionally performed in software are executed by a network device, such as a networked FPGA [27] , smart network interface card (smartNIC), or programmable ASIC [11] .
Researchers have used in-network computing to achieve eye-popping performance results. For example, Jin et al. [38] demonstrated that a key-value cache implemented in a programmable ASIC can process more than 2B queries/second, and Chung et al. [18] demonstrated support of neural networks at tens of tera-operations per second. And, Jepsen et al. [36] describe a stream processing benchmark that achieves 4B events/second.
But, while such orders of magnitude performance improvements certainly sound attractive, to date, there has been very little attention paid to the other side of the ledger. Power consumption is a tremendous concern for cloud service providers [29] and data center operators have expressed qualms over the impact of hardware acceleration [56] . The conventional wisdom is that FPGAs and programmable network devices are power hungry, and so it is natural to ask if the benefits are worth the cost. In this paper, we explore the question: Can in-network computing justify its power consumption?
Answering this question is not easy, as there are many challenges for characterizing the power-vs-performance trade-offs for in-network computing. First, there is a wide variety of potential hardware targets (e.g., FPGAs, ASICs, etc.) and many different vendors. It is widely known that platforms from different vendors have different power properties. Second, there is a diversity of applications [18, 36, 38] , and each of these applications use in-network computing in different ways. Third, implementations of similar applications often make different design choices, such as using on-chip or offchip memory. Fourth, different applications are written using different tools and frameworks (e.g., hand-written Verilog vs. high-level synthesis), which can impact their resource usage, performance, and power consumption.
To mitigate these challenges, we used the following methodology. (i) We selected three diverse applications, allowing us to sample from distinct use cases within the data center: a key value store, a consensus protocol, and a domain name system. (ii) Each of the applications was developed using a different language and tool chain: Verilog, Kiwi/Emu [73] , and P4 [14] . (iii) We built upon the modularity of one of the designs (KVS), to benchmark the power contribution of different components. And (iv), we used a common acceleration platform (NetFPGA-SUME [86] ), and a single server environment, allowing for an apples-to-apples comparison. But, in order to generalize our findings, we also studied the behavior of one application, consensus, on a switch ASIC, and extended the discussion to SmartNICs and systems on chip (SoC)
Our study reveals some subtle and surprising results:
• The increase in power consumption for in-network computing over standard network devices is small.
• Software-based solutions are more power efficient at idle.
But, with a very low processing load, sometimes 10% of the CPU's processing capability, in-network computing becomes more power efficient.
• Increasing the processing load has little effect on the power consumption of in-network computing.
Given these observations, we present several "rules-of-thumb" for when and how to leverage in-network computing. Through a modular design of the in-network computing applications, we demonstrate the importance (or lack) of certain design choices. We argue that programmable network hardware can and should be treated the same as other scheduled computing resources. Services can be assigned to network devices when the workload and operational conditions are favorable. In support of this thesis, we propose in-network computing on demand in data centers. This new approach to in-network computing enables seamlessly shifting workloads from servers to the network, in a manner that optimizes power efficiency and saves up to 50% of the power compared with software-based solutions.
In short, this paper makes the following contributions:
• It provides a detailed study of the power consumption of in-network computing applications, showing only modest additional power consumption overhead.
• It compares software-based and network-based applications, showing that in-network computing has better power efficiency and performance starting at low loads.
• It introduces in-network computing on demand, optimizing power efficiency by shifting applications between the software and the network.
Scope
Sections 4-7 describe a set of experiments that evaluate the trade-off between performance and power-consumption for innetwork computing applications, as well as observations from different hardware targets. Before delving into the details, we first define the scope of this work.
Choice of Applications. We study three applications: a key value store, a consensus protocol, and a domain name system (DNS) server. We chose these particular applications for several important reasons: (i) they represent three distinct use cases within a data center, (ii) they are implemented using very different architectures, (iii) different design flows were used in their development, (iv) they are available under an open-source license, allowing to reproduce this work, and (v) they can all be run on a common hardware platform (NetFPGA SUME). However, there has been significant work on accelerating applications in the network, and there are many different possible design choices. We did not necessarily choose applications that yielded the best performance characteristics. Indeed, other applications have achieved better performance through specialization (e.g., [26, 64] ), running on different hardware targets (e.g., [38] ), or through design choices such as protocol or memory type (e.g., [33, 46] ). On a similar note, we did not choose the applications based on particular feature sets (e.g., Caribou [32] provides a wide range of functionality that would be impossible to provide with an ASIC). It was more important to our study to explore different architectures and workflows on a common hardware target.
In-Network Computing vs. Hardware Acceleration. This study focuses specifically on in-network computing, and not on the more general topic of hardware acceleration. By innetwork computing, we mean that we study designs that serve as both network devices and accelerators. For example, we do not study GPUs, as they are terminating devices. Prior work has focused on hardware acceleration [60] and alternative deployments. For example, Catapult [67] places an FPGA in front of a NIC to accelerate applications such as neural networks [18] . These deployments are out of scope for this paper.
Performance Metrics. We study power consumption for both the low-end and high-end of utilization, not just at peak performance. We chose throughput as the main performance metric, as most in-network computing deployments will have lower latency simply by virtue of their deployment. We briefly discuss latency in Section 9.5.
Deployment. For our study, we assume that a single innetwork computing application is deployed on a network device. Recent work has proposed virtualization techniques for deploying multiple data-plane programs concurrently [85] . It would be interesting in future work to study the impact of such a deployment. 
Case Studies
Below, we provide an overview of the three applications used in our case study: a key value store (KVS), a consensus protocol, and a domain name system (DNS) server. These applications are all good candidates for network acceleration, as opposed to hardware acceleration, because they are I/O bound rather than CPU bound on the host. KVS and DNS were also shown to be latency-sensitive on the microsecond level [65] . We stress that the architecture of these applications is not a contribution of this paper. We describe their designs here in order to provide the necessary background for the later sections. For more details, we refer the readers to the original papers [20, 21, 73, 77, 78] . All architectures either support, or are modified to support, both application-specific and standard network functionality.
LaKe: Key-Value Store
LaKe [77, 78] , a Layered Key-value store, can be considered a hardware-based implementation of memcached [61] . It accelerates storage accesses by providing two layers of caching: an on-chip memory (BRAM) on an FPGA and DRAM memory located on the FPGA card, as shown in Figure 1 . A query is only forwarded to software if there are misses at both layers.
LaKe was implemented in Verilog. This allows for finegrain control of low-level resources and avoids potential overheads due to compiling from high-level languages.
LaKe uses multiple processing elements (PE) to conceal latency contributed by accesses to external memory. The number of PEs is scalable and configurable. Each PE takes less than 3% of the FPGA resources. 5 PEs are sufficient to achieve 10GE line rate (roughly 13M queries/sec). LaKe supports standard memcached functionality, unlike other solutions [46] , and provides ×10 latency and throughput improvement and ×24 power efficiency improvement compared to software-based memcached.
LaKe has several important traits that make it ideal for this study. First, LaKe runs on a platform that also acts, at the same time, as a NIC or a switch, allowing us to enable or disable its KVS functionality. Second, it has a modular and scalable design. By controlling the number of PEs, power efficiency can be balanced against throughput. Third, LaKe enables studying power efficiency trade-offs in the use of different types of memories.
P4xos: Consensus
Several recent projects have used programmable network hardware to accelerate consensus protocols, including NetPaxos [22] , Speculative Paxos [66] , NoPaxos [48] , Consensus in a Box [33] , and NetChain [37] . In this paper, we focus on the P4 implementation of Lamport's Paxos algorithm [42] described in Paxos Made Switch-y [21] . We refer to the implementation as P4xos.
The Paxos protocol distinguishes the following roles that a process can play: proposers, acceptors, learners, and leaders [42] . P4xos provides P4 implementations of the leader and acceptors. It optimizes the protocol because it: (i) reduces end-to-end latency by executing consensus logic as messages pass through the network, and (ii) avoids network I/O bottlenecks in software implementations by executing Paxos logic in the hardware.
One aspect of P4xos relevant to this study is that the components are interchangeable with multiple software implementations, including the open-source libpaxos library [49] , and a variation of libpaxos ported to use the kernel-bypass DPDK [25] . Moreover, because P4xos is written in P4, one can use P4-to-FPGA compilers [79, 84] and P4-to-ASIC compilers [16] to target both hardware devices. Thus, overall, we can make direct comparisons between four different variations: traditional software library, software library using DPDK, FPGA-based, and ASIC-based.
We evaluated P4xos on several hardware targets, including a CPU, an FPGA, and a programmable ASIC. The libpaxos software implementation of an acceptor could achieve a throughput of 178K messages/second. A deployment on NetFPGA SUME could achieve 10M messages/second. And, the ASIC-based deployment could process over 2.5 billion consensus messages per second. Latency in the FPGA was less than on the CPU. Latency on the ASIC was less than the FPGA.
EMU DNS: Network Function
Several projects have explored data-plane acceleration for DNS servers, leveraging FPGAs [73] or kernel-bypass [51, 70] . In this paper, we focus on Emu DNS [73] . Emu DNS implements a subset of DNS functionality, supporting non-recursive queries. The design supports resolution queries from names to IPv4 addresses. If the queried name is absent from the resolution table, Emu DNS informs the client that it cannot resolve the name.
Emu DNS was developed using Emu [73] , a framework for developing network functions on FPGAs using C#. Emu builds on the Kiwi compiler [72] , which allows developers to program FPGAs with .NET code. Emu provides Kiwi with a library for network functionality.
Both P4xos and Emu DNS share a similar high-level device architecture, as shown in Figure 2 . In both cases, interfaces, queueing, and arbitration are done in shell modules provided by NetFPGA. Both the P4xos and Emu DNS programs are compiled to a main logical block that uses only on-chip memory. The micro-architecture of each project's logical block is, obviously, different.
Prior work [73] performed a benchmark comparison between Emu DNS and NSD [62] , an open source, authoritative only, name server running on a host. The experiments showed that Emu DNS provides ×5 throughput improvement and approximately ×70 average and 99 th percentile latency improvement.
The original Emu DNS acts only as a DNS, and not as a NIC or a switch. To support dynamic shifting between hardware and software, we amended the original design with a packet classifier, similar to the one used in LaKe, allowing Emu DNS to serve both as a NIC (for non-DNS traffic) and as a DNS server.
Applications: Similarities and Differences
All three applications share a common property: they were implemented on the NetFPGA SUME platform [86] . This property is essential for our study, as it allows us to benchmark the application performance and power consumption given the same underlying hardware capabilities. One of the known problems in power benchmarking is that platforms from different vendors have different power characteristics; this is not the case in our study.
Beyond sharing the same platform, all three implementations are UDP based, a common case for DNS and Paxos.
While offloading TCP to hardware is possible [59, 71] , existing solutions did not match the needs set in §2. All three chosen applications use the same 10GE interfaces presented on the NetFPGA SUME front panel.
The three applications differ in several important aspects: their role, their development flow, and the way they are used. In term of usage, Emu DNS represents a common network function provided in data centers. P4xos is used to achieve consensus in distributed systems. LaKe represents a common data center application. As we will discuss in § 9, the usage of the applications reflects on the ability to dynamically shift them in a working data center, and on the limitations to doing so.
The applications also differ in the way they are implemented, using different pipeline architectures. Moreover, LaKe uses external memories (SRAM and DRAM), whereas P4xos and Emu DNS use only on-chip memory.
Finally, three different design flows were used in the development of the applications: Verilog for LaKe, P4 (using P4-NetFPGA) for P4xos, and C# (using Emu) for Emu DNS. This results in differences in performance, resource usage, and potentially power consumption. We show in §4 and §5 that the effect of those is minimal, while other design decisions (e.g., external memory) have a significant effect on power consumption. The complexity of the designs is not comparable: Emu DNS is by far the simplest design. The scalability and modularity of LaKe makes it hard to compare to P4xos, yet both designs tend to many intricacies.
Power/Performance Evaluation
One of the main criticisms of in-network computing is that it is power hungry [56] . In this section we examine this claim, by evaluating the power consumption of the described applications under different loads. The power consumption of each application is evaluated for both software-and hardwarebased implementations, including overheads, e.g., power supply unit. Our evaluation focuses on the following questions:
• What is the trade-off between power consumption and throughput of different applications? • Is in-network computing less power efficient than hostbased solutions? • Does an in-network computing solution require high network utilization to justify its power consumption?
The results reported in this section do not report an absolute truth for in-network computing. Different applications will have different power consumption profiles. Different servers will implement different power efficiency optimizations, have a different number of cores and will achieve different peak throughput. Similarly, different smart NICs, FPGA cards, and programmable network devices will result in different performance and power consumption results. Yet, we are not trying to unravel the performance and power efficiency of specific designs. Rather, we try to gain understanding for different applications running on similar platforms.
Experimental Setup
The goal of our experiments was to measure the power consumption under different loads. We did not evaluate functionality or performance, which were part of the contributions of previous works.
Note that the setup for this evaluation differs from those in §9. An Intel Core i7-6700K 4-cores server, running at 4GHz, equipped with 64GB RAM, Intel X520 NIC, and Ubuntu 16.04 LTS (Linux kernel 4.13.0) was used for software-based evaluation. For hardware-based evaluation, the NIC was replaced by NetFPGA-SUME [86] card. For KVS evaluation, the Intel NIC turned out to be a performance bottleneck, and was therefore replaced by 10GE Mellanox NIC (MCX311A-XCCT).
We used OSNT [2] to send traffic, which enabled us to control data rates at very fine granularities and reproduce results. Average throughput was measured at the granularity of a second. We used an Endace DAG card 10X2-S to measure latency, measuring the isolated latency of the application under test, traffic source excluded. Power measurements were taken using a SHW 3A power meter [6] .
Key-Value Store -Power/Performance
With LaKe, in contrast to other in-network computing use cases, the role of the server software is not eliminated by shifting functionality to hardware. LaKe serves as a first and second level cache. In the event of cache misses at both levels, the software services the request. We used Memcached (v1.5.1) as both the host-side software replying to queries missed in LaKe's cache, and as the software implementation we benchmark against. The power consumption evaluation of LaKe, therefore, includes the combined power consumption of the NetFPGA board and the server. Note that the NIC is taken out of the server for LaKe's evaluation, as LaKe replaces it.
We measure the power consumption of the KVS, starting with an idle system, and then gradually increasing the query rate until reaching peak performance. Peak performance is full line rate for LaKe and approximately 1Mpps for memcached. We verify that the CPU reaches full utilization on all 4-cores. Figure 3 (a) presents the power-to-throughput trade-off for the KVS. The x-axis shows the number of queries sent to the server every second, while the y-axis presents the power consumption of the server under such load. We show the power consumption for memcached (software only), LaKe within a server, and LaKe as a standalone platform, i.e., working outside a server and without the power consumption contributed by the hosting server. As the figure shows, the power consumption of the server while idle or under low utilization is just 39W, while LaKe draws 59W even when idle. However, the picture changes quickly as query rate increases.
At less than 100Kpps, LaKe is already more power efficient than the software-based KVS, with the crossing point occurring around 80Kpps. Interestingly, we found that after replacing the Mellanox NIC with an Intel X520 NIC, the host became more power efficient; the crossing point moved to over 300Kpps. However, the maximum throughput the server achieves using the Intel NIC is lower.
LaKe has a high base power consumption, but the consumption does not increase significantly under load. Figure 3(a) shows the throughput up to 2Mpps. But, we note that LaKe reached full line rate performance, supporting over 13Mpps for the same power consumption.
Paxos -Power/Performance
We evaluated the power consumption of the Paxos leader and acceptor roles for three different use cases: the basic software implementation of libpaxos, the software implementation using DPDK, and P4xos on NetFPGA.
We start with an idle system, and gradually increase the message rate. The libpaxos software uses one core, and we verify that the core reached 100% utilization. Figure 3 (b) presents the power-to-throughput trade-off for Paxos. As with the KVS, the idle power consumption of the server is lower than the card, but as the query rate increases, P4xos (hardware) becomes more power efficient. As P4xos doesn't use the external memories on NetFPGA, its base power consumption is 10W lower than LaKe. The crossing point between software and hardware power efficiency is at 150K messages/sec.
Note that the power consumption for the DPDK implementation is high even under low load, and remains almost constant under an increasing load. This is as expected, since DPDK constantly polls. This illustrates that software design choices have a strong impact on power consumption, independent of the hardware platform.
The power consumption results of P4xos in hardware include the power consumption of the server hosting the board. The power consumption of P4xos outside the server is 18.2W when idle, with the additional dynamic power consumption (under maximum load) being no more than 1.2W. Yet, it is not expected to have stand alone FPGA boards in a data center environment: the platforms require power supply, management and programming interfaces (e.g., for updates). Encasing such boards within a standard server enclosure is therefore an expected practice. Typically, multiple acceleration boards will share a single enclosure [8] , reducing the per-board power consumption contribution to the system.
DNS -Power/Performance
The peak performance of Emu DNS is roughly 1M requests served every second. This is comparable to the 956K requests we measure served by the software, and a result of Emu's nonpipelined nature. This case demonstrates aspects of power efficiency where in-network computing does not provide significant performance benefits.
We measure the power consumption of Emu DNS, starting with an idle system, and gradually increasing the query rate until peak performance is reached.
The power consumption as a function of performance, shown in Figure 3 (c), is almost identical to P4xos. The power consumption of Emu DNS is about 48W, starting at 47.5W and reaching less than 48W under full load. The idle server takes less than 40W, but less than 200Kpps are enough for the power consumption to exceed the hardware implementation. At peak throughput, the server draws twice the power of Emu DNS.
Lessons from an FPGA
In-network computing designs often offer significant performance improvements, but at the cost of bespoke functionality [46] , small memory [73] , or of a limited feature set [37] . In this section we build upon the modularity of LaKe (KVS) to explore the performance and power efficiency effects of such design decisions.
Beyond illustrating the effects of such design decisions, this section also highlights the challenge in comparing stateof-the-art in-network computing solutions. For example, the difference between a design that uses just a small on-chip memory, and one that mitigates a miss in the cache, can be an order of magnitude in performance and 66% in power consumption. We assert that future research should take greater care when catering for in-network computing design.
Clock Gating, Power Gating and Deactivating Modules
The power consumption of a hardware device depends on many aspects, from properties of the manufacturing process (static power, leakage) to aspects depending on activity (such as the effect of clock frequency). For the purpose of our discussion, we focus on the case where the in-network computing platform is given (in our case, NetFPGA). The ASIC/FPGA device on the platform is set as well (in our case, Xilinx Virtex-7 690T FPGA). The operator can only change performance and power efficiency within these limitations.
We focus on three types of power-saving techniques: clock gating, power gating, and deactivating modules. Clock gating refers to the case where the clock to certain parts of a design is active only when activity is required. Power gating refers to a similar case where the power to specific parts of the design is disabled. As Virtex-7 does not support power gating, we compare to the case where the modules in question are eliminated from the design, but note that many more recent ASICs and FPGAs do support power gating. The last case, deactivating modules, refers to the case where modules are only used when needed (e.g., using one processing core instead of five), and are either idle or held in reset. Figure 4 summarizes the effect of the different powersaving techniques for LaKe. As shown, the power consumption of an idle server (without a NetFPGA card) was roughly equivalent to the power consumption of a stand alone (hostless) NetFPGA card programmed with LaKe but also idle. This means that the basic power consumption of a stand-alone accelerator (including its power supply) can be roughly the same as a server. In §4 we refer to the power consumption of LaKe as the combined power of the NetFPGA platform and the server, as both build the complete multi-layered cache platform.
Clock gating to the LaKe module and the PEs earns less than 1W of power saving. The power contribution of each PE is also small, about 0.25W (power gating). The biggest contributor to power consumption is the external memoriesno less than 10W. Reset to the external memory interfaces can save 40% of their power. Clock and power gating to the same interfaces is not supported.
Processing Cores
On FPGAs, and in particular for the case of LaKe (and Emu DNS), the cost of more logic is low. The power overhead of Lake's logic over the NetFPGA reference NIC is 2.2W, including five processing cores, interconnects and a packet classification module. In terms of FPGA resources, this translates to less than 3% of logical elements and on-chip memory resources. In return, each processing core can support up to 3.3Mqps. There is a limit on the number of cores used, which is not the FPGA resources or power consumption, rather the interconnect between them and the memories, as well as the interconnect between them and the NIC data path.
Memories
Using off-chip memory is expensive: 4GB of DRAM memory costs 4.8W and 18MB of SRAM costs 6W 1 . There is obviously a gain here as well. 4GB of DRAM is enough to hold 33M entries of 64B value chunks and 268M entries of hash table entries. This is ×65k the number of entries using only on chip memory. The SRAM holds a list of up to 4.7M free memory chunks, ×32k the number of entries using on chip memory. Using external memories also affects the hit ratio in the LaKe L2 cache, and consequently on the latency. A hit in the on-chip cache takes no more than 1.4µs, while a miss in the hardware will be ×10 longer (13.5µs median, 14.3µs 99 th percentile). Off chip memory adds a bit of latency compared to the on-chip cache, but saves significantly in comparison to software (1.67µs median, 1.9µs 99 th percentile at 100Kqps, and up to 99 th percentile of 3µs at 10Mqps).
The trade-off here is clear, and depends on the number of expected keys: if you care about low latency, you should opt for the LaKe option using external memories, whereas if power is your concern, on-chip memory is the right way. Given that past work [7] had shown that in KVS the number of unique keys requested every hour is in the order of 10 9 − 10 11 , with the percentage of unique keys requested ranging from 3% to 35%, KVS applications would benefit from the use of external memories. On the other hand, use cases such as NetChain [37] will do better with on-chip memory.
Infrastructure
The cost of using a programmable card is absolute, yet the relative power within a host strongly depends on the system in which the card is installed. So far, we have focused on a 1 These results are indicative of the NetFPGA SUME platform. light-weight platform using an i7 Intel CPU. In this system, the initial power-cost of an unused FPGA is higher than that of the server. For comparison, we consider a single 3.5GHz Intel Xeon E5-2637 v4 on a SuperMicro X10-DRG-Q motherboard. In this setup, the idle power consumption of the server, without a NIC, is 83W, meaning 20W more than the power consumption of LaKe running at full load in our base setup described in §5. The power difference of installing a NetF-PGA card on this machine and running LaKe, P4xos, or Emu DNS is the same as with the base setup, because the power consumption of the board is constant. The peak power consumption of LaKe running on the Xeon server is, obviously, higher, as it combines the power consumption of LaKe, and the (higher) power consumption of the Xeon server replying to queries that are a miss in LaKe. Data centers, however, also deploy low-power instances, e.g. ARM based, and on such low-power platforms the relative power cost of the FPGA is higher.
The fact that power consumption is platform dependent applies also to the FPGA devices: FPGA from different vendors or from different generations will lead to a different power consumption. For example, Xilinx UltraScale+ achieves ×2.4 performance/Watt compared with Xilinx Virtex 7 [83] .
Lessons from an ASIC
FPGA devices are very different from ASICs, both in terms of technology and the availability of power saving mechanisms. As a point of comparison, we also report experimental results on the power efficiency of in-network computing on an ASIC using Barefoot's Tofino chip [11] .
The power consumption of programmable switches is the same or better than fixed-function devices. In other words, if a programmable switch is used strictly for networking, it does not incur additional power costs. However, the question remains: if we use a programmable switch to also support in-network computing applications, will there be additional power consumption costs? We explore this question below. Due to the large variance in power between different ASICs and ASIC vendors [52] , we only report normalized power consumption.
For the evaluation, we ran the P4xos leader and acceptor roles on a Tofino, which required some architecture-specific changes to the code for memory accesses. We used a 1.28Tbps configuration of 32 × 40Gbps for the Tofino, with a "snake" connectivity 2 , which exercises all ports and enables testing the device at full capacity. The Paxos program is combined with a layer 2 forwarding program. Hence, the switch executes both standard switching and the consensus algorithm at the same time. We compare the power consumption of Tofino running only layer 2 forwarding to Tofino running the combined forwarding and P4xos. The power consumption of transceivers is excluded.
The power consumption when idle is the same for both the ASIC with forwarding alone, and the ASIC with forwarding plus P4xos. As the packet rate increases, there is only a minor difference in power consumption between the two cases; running P4xos adds no more than 2% to the overall power consumption. While 2% may sound like a significant number in a data center, the diagnostic program supplied with Tofino (diag.p4) takes 4.8% more power than the layer 2 forwarding program under full load, more than twice that of P4xos.
While the power consumption of Tofino increases under load, the relative increase in power using P4xos is almost constant with the rate. Furthermore, in contrast to a server, where momentary power consumption can more than double itself ( §4), the difference between the minimum and maximum consumption is less than 20%.
It is true that the power consumption of a server is less than that of the switch. Yet, as our experiment shows, adding in-network computing to networking equipment already installed in a data center has a negligible effect on the power consumption, while providing orders of magnitude improvement in throughput. Even at a relatively low utilization rate (10%), our implementation of P4xos on Tofino achieves ×1000 higher Paxos throughput than a server, while its absolute dynamic power consumption 3 is 1/3 of the absolute dynamic power consumption of the server (at 180Kpps).
A common measure of power efficiency is operations per watt. While software base consensus achieves 10K's of message per watt, and FPGA based designs achieve 100K's of messages per watt, the ASIC implementation easily achieves 10M's of messages per watt.
Lessons from a Server
The evaluation in sections 4 and 5 was using an Intel Core i7-6700K 4-cores machine. We perform a limited evaluation to study the power consumption of a Xeon class server, more suitable to data center environments. The server that we use in the evaluation is ASUS ESC4000-G3S using two sockets of Intel Xeon E5-2660 v4, each CPU with 14 cores and base frequency of 2GHz.
We evaluate the power consumption of the CPU cores on the server under different loads, using a synthetic workload, without I/O, and monitor using running average power limit (RAPL). The power consumption of the server is 56W in idle, evenly divided between the sockets, and 134W under full load of all cores. The power consumption of the server jumps when even a single core is used, up to 91W. Not only the power consumption of the socket with the running core increases, but also of the second socket, almost equally. However, once the core is running, the overhead of an additional core running is small, in the order of 1W-2W. We provide further breakdown in our released dataset.
Interestingly, even at a low CPU core load, e.g., 10%, the power consumption of the server reaches 86W. Given the smaller overhead of running an application in the network, it becomes desirable even when workloads under-utilize a server's computer resources.
When to Use In-Network Computing
Niccolini et al. [60] define the energy consumption as:
Where E is the energy consumption, P is power consumption, f is device frequency, W the number of processed packets, and T is the time at given state. P d ( f )×T d (W , f ) accounts for the energy used when actively processing packets. P s × T s is the energy required to transition from sleep state. Finally, P i × T i is the energy consumption at idle. Packet rate R is defined as R = W /T d .
In-network computing should be used when E S , the energy of a system running an application in software, exceeds E N , the energy of a system running the same application within the network.
Below, we try to answer two questions:
• If you use standard network devices, should you start using programmable ones? • If you use programmable network devices, when should you offload to the network?
For the first question, the dominant components will be P S i and P N i . Assuming the programmable network device is not used for in-network computing, the energy penalty of including it as part of normal network operation is the one to worry about.
For the second question, P N i = P S i , as the programmable device is the same. As in-network computing devices are part of the network, forwarding packets and providing networking functionality, their idle and sleep mode power is not changing regardless of the location of a workload. Here P S 
In-Network Computing on Demand
In this paper, we argue that programmable network devices should be treated as one would treat other scheduled computing resources. Workloads can be assigned to network devices, and one should be able to reallocate the workloads to other computing resources. §8 provided an analysis describing when in-network computing can be optimally used, and next we discuss the how. As there is no doubt that in-network computing offers significant performance benefits ( §4), the question becomes how can we benefit from the performance of in-network computing, without losing power efficiency?
We propose in-network computing on demand, a scheme to dynamically shift computing between servers and the network, according to load and power consumption. This scheme is useful where identical applications run on the server and in the network, as in our examples. It can be applied to a wide range of applications, though possibly not all (as discussed later). It is also not applicable to bespoke in-network computing applications, which have no server-side equivalent.
The power consumption using in-network computing on demand is illustrated in Figure 5 . As the figure shows, at low utilization power consumption is derived from the properties of the software-based system. As utilization increases, processing is shifted to the network, and the power consumption changes little with utilization.
We consider the communication cost associated with innetwork computing on demand. Stateless applications will require no additional communication cost to run, whereas stateful application will have a communication cost that is bounded by the communication cost of shifting the application from one server to another. We discuss this further in §9.2. The networking device providing in-network computing services is expected to be en-route to a server running the application (otherwise it is not in-network computing, but standard offloading), meaning that no additional latency is introduced. Two components are required to support in-network computing on demand. The first is a controller, deciding where the processing should be done and when the processing should be shifted between a server and the network. The second is an application-specific task, which may be null, in charge of the actual transition of an application. In §9.1 we discuss two approaches to implementing the controller, while §9.2 reflects on the application-specific requirements and evaluation.
In-Network Computing on Demand Controller
We propose two types of in-network computing on demand controllers: host-controlled and network-controlled. We present proofs-of-concept for both approaches, evaluate them and discuss trade-offs between the approaches. The networkcontrolled approach typically reacts faster, but must make its choices based on fewer parameters.
Network-Controlled In-Network Computing. The first controller design makes offloading decisions in the network hardware, based on the traffic load. The goal is to reduce load on the host as early as possible, to mitigate bottlenecks, and provide another layer of offloading (rather than encumbering the host with an additional controller). The control is not entirely automatic: all of its parameters are configurable.
The controller uses a pair of parameters to shift a workload from the host to the network. The first parameter is the average message rate that would trigger the transition, and the second is the averaging period (implemented as a sliding window). If the average message rate of the accelerated application exceeds the message rate threshold over the averaging period, the device transitions the workload to the network. A mirror pair of parameters is used to shift workloads from the network back to the host. Using two sets of parameters provides hysteresis, and attends to concerns of rapidly shifting workloads back-and-forth between the host and the network.
A disadvantage of this approach is that it does not take into account the actual power consumption of the host. It only has access to the packet rate. Different applications have very different power profiles [63] , and there is no suitable heuristic that can be applied to the shifting thresholds. Our controller is implemented in 40 lines of code within the FPGA's classifier module, and consumes negligible resources (order of 0.1%).
Host-Controlled In-Network Computing. The second controller design makes offloading decisions at the host, using information such as the CPU usage and power consumption. A shift occurs when there is a clear power consumption benefit, and the offloading leads to a performance gain. A shift may also happen when computing demands exceed available resources, and the network provides extra compute capacity.
Like the network-based controller, the host-based controller maintains two sets of parameters: one for shifting the workload to the network, and one for shifting the workload back. As long as the application is running, the controller monitors its CPU usage. We also monitor the end-host's power consumption using running average power limit (RAPL). If the application exceeds a (programmable) power threshold set for offloading, and CPU usage is high, the controller shifts the workload to the network. Monitoring the power consumption alone is not sufficient, as a high power consumption can be triggered by multiple applications running on the same host.
As before, the information is inspected over time, avoiding harsh decisions based on spikes and outliers. In order to shift back to the host from the network, the controller needs information from the network (e.g., packet rate processed using in-network computing). Otherwise, the shift may be inefficient, or cause a workload to bounce back and forth. Our controller is implemented in 204 lines of code, and consumes only 0.3% CPU usage, mainly for performing RAPL reads.
The host-controlled approach provides better control and flexibility to the user. Yet, care needs to be taken when benchmarking a workload [57] . The algorithms used in this paper are naive, providing a proof of concept. They can be enhanced by more sophisticated algorithms. In energy proportional servers, energy efficiency is not linear, though power consumption still grows linearly with utilization [12] , and algorithms such as those based on PEAS [81] may improve the energy consumption. These algorithms are beyond the scope of this paper and remain part of future work.
On Demand Applications
Key Value Store. LaKe shifts from the software to the network, as query rate demands. An application using LaKe remains oblivious to the shift. As LaKe natively acts as a NIC to all non-KVS traffic, at the start of the day all traffic can be sent and processed by the software. Both network-based and host-based controllers support the transitioning of KVS.
To support in-network computing on demand, and provide optimal power efficiency, LaKe's memories need to be held in reset and clock-gating to the logical modules should be enabled. Here, the triggering of a shift means that at first all memory accesses will be a miss, and queries will continue to be forwarded to the software, until the cache, both on and off chip, warms. Consequently, latency would start to drop, but query rate will be maintained. Enabling LaKe will not necessarily increase the throughput. As shown in Section 5, LaKe becomes power efficient at a low query rate that is also sustained by the software. Therefore, unless the query rate is externally increased, the throughput will not change. Figure 6 demonstrates the transition from running in software to running on hardware, using host controlled in-network computing. The red line on each graph indicates the moment of transition. Clock gating and memories reset are not enabled in this experiment.
We maintain the same server as described in Section 4, however we replace OSNT with a similar server running a mutilate based [45] memcached client, using the Facebook "ETC" [7] arrival distribution. ChainerMN [1] (Chainer v4.4.0), a deep learning framework, is running as a second workload on the host, passing traffic through the same LaKe card. CPU power consumption is read from RAPL, and is increased due to ChainerMN. Transition is triggered after three seconds of sustained high load, and then again as ChainerMN stops. Throughput is reported by the hardware counter on the LaKe card. As Figure 6 shows, the transition from software to hardware had no effect on KVS throughput, not even momentarily.
The latency of query-hit improves ten-fold within tens of microseconds. The approach described above has a minimal cost; there is about 5W gap between the power consumption of a NIC and that of LaKe with memories in reset and LaKe module's clock gated. We expect that on production designs and ASICs, this power consumption can be further minimized. Other approaches, such as partial reconfiguration of FPGA or keeping LaKe's cache warm all the time, are possible, but may result in a momentary traffic halt or reduced power saving, correspondingly. We therefore choose the approach that keeps LaKe programmed but inactive, in order to get the best of both performance and power efficiency worlds.
The eventual outcome of the on demand swap of KVS is shown in Figure 5 . At low query rate, power consumption is low. When the traffic rate grows, in-network computing is enabled and the power consumption of LaKe becomes the dominant figure. We note that this graph is indicative of a case where all queries are (after warm up) hit in LaKe. In a case where many queries are a miss in the hardware, more power would be consumed by server attending to these queries. The worst case power consumption strongly depends on the workload [7] .
Paxos. Modifying the deployment of Paxos is significantly more challenging than shifting a KVS. In fact, changing the members of Paxos-regardless of whether the roles are implemented in software or hardware-requires addressing two well-studied problems in distributed systems: leader election (i.e., shifting the role of the leader from one member to another) and reconfiguration (i.e., replacing one or more acceptors) [42] . In this paper, we focus on leader election, and describe one possible implementation. We focus on leader election because even at low message rates, a leader can become a bottleneck for end-to-end system performance. For reconfiguration, we point readers to protocols from prior work [35, 43, 44] which could be adapted for this setting.
In the Paxos protocol, the leader assigns monotonically increasing sequence numbers to client requests. Thus, there are two challenges that must be addressed for leader election. First, there must be a mechanism to identify a non-faulty leader from a set of candidates [42] . Second, the newly elected leader must learn the most recent sequence number.
For the purposes of shifting on demand, the mechanism for identifying the new leader is somewhat simplified when compared to the general case of coping with failures. We use a centralized controller to initiate the shift, depending on the workload. To actually implement the shift, the controller modifies switch forwarding rules to send messages to the new leader.
The new leader starts with an initial sequence number of 1 and must learn the next sequence number that it can use (i.e., a consensus instance that has not been used by the previous leader). We extended the acceptor logic to include the last-voted-upon sequence number whenever the acceptor responds to a message. Using this information, the new leader can determine the most recent not-yet-used sequence number.
However, there are a few subtleties that must be addressed. In the process of switching leaders, some consensus instances may have no decision (e.g., if not enough acceptors have voted in the consensus instance). Therefore, there may be gaps in the sequence numbers, which would prevent the protocol from making progress. To cope with that possibility, we use two mechanisms: a time out at the client and a time out at the learner.
The clients resend requests after a time-out period if the learner has not acknowledged. When a client re-tries, the newly elected leader will increment the sequence number. After a sufficient number of re-tries, the leader will eventually learn the new sequence number.
The learner will look for gaps in instance numbers after a time-out period. If it discovers a gap, then it will send a message to the newly elected leader, asking it to re-initiate that instance of Paxos. If that instance has previously been voted on, then the learners will receive a new value. Otherwise, they learn a no-op value. Figure 7 shows the throughput and latency for consensus messages over time as we shift the leader from software to hardware and back. The red vertical lines indicate when a shift occurs. We see that the throughput increases and the latency is halved when the leader is implemented in hardware. The shift is triggered as the in-network computing controller replaces a forwarding rule to send client requests to the new leader. After both shifts, the new leader fails to propose until it learns the latest Paxos instance from the acceptors. Note that the throughput drops to zero for about 100 msec. This corresponds to the value of the client timeout. This timeout value was chosen arbitrarily, and could be reduced by tuning to the particular deployment. DNS Server. Dynamically shifting DNS operation from software to the network is much the same as shifting KVS. The network-based controller is similar for both cases, due to the similarity between the DNS and KVS packet classifiers in the hardware. The host-based controller for DNS is simpler than that of the KVS, if the host is a dedicated DNS server that does not run other tasks in parallel. We omit the graphs for brevity.
Shifting a DNS server to a programmable ASIC, like Barefoot's Tofino, should also be possible. Prior work, such as NetChain [38] and NetCache [37] , have already demonstrated the possibility of implementing a cache on Tofino, and DNS responses fit comfortably within the storage limits for values identified in their evaluation [38] . The biggest challenge would be supporting DNS queries that require parsing deeper than the maximum supported depth. However, in the worst case scenario, those queries could be treated as iterative requests.
Real Workloads
We investigate the applicability of in-network computing on demand by examining two real-world workloads, from Facebook's Dynamo [82] and the Google cluster data [68, 80] . The two workloads present two different use cases. In Dynamo, every cluster runs a unique workload. In Google, the workloads are heterogeneous.
Dynamo provides several important insights to this work. First, the power consumption of the webservers used by Facebook was significantly higher than that of the i7-based servers we used in Section 4, and doubled between generations of CPUs. Even at low loads of 10%, the dynamic power exceeded 30W (Westmere L5639) and 75W (Haswell E5-2678v3), more than the power consumption of a fully utilized smartNIC, let alone the power contributed by in-network computing. Furthermore, the power as a capping function for the workload was a driving force of Dynamo.
Second, Dynamo had shown that on a rack level, the power variation over three seconds was 12.8% at the 99 t h percentile, and 26.6% over thirty seconds, with the median power variation being less than 5%. Caching-one of our case study applications-had a median power variation of 9.2% over sixty seconds, with a 99 t h percentile of 26.2%. Other applications, such as a web server, had a median power variation of 37.2% and a 99 th percentile of 62.2%. The appropriateness of in-network computing depends on the power variance. If there is low power variance over the scheduling period, it will be safe to use in-network computing. If there is large variance, in-network computing on demand may be incorrect or inefficient, due to the variability of the power consumption over time. Dynamo does not provide CPU utilization information. Therefore, we cannot say if in-network computing would be beneficial at all times or only on demand.
We explore the Google trace to understand transient effects. The lack of power consumption information and the normalization of CPU core utilization limit our insights. In the Google trace, 90% of resource utilization is by jobs longer than two hours, though these jobs represent only 5% of the total number of jobs [68] . The long run times make these resource-hungry jobs candidates for offloading to the network. Moreover, the time scale for scheduling is long, fitting in-network computing on demand. Based on our observation that even a low utilization of a CPU core may draw more power than in-network computing ( §7), we identify more than 1.39 million unique tasks in the trace that utilize for at least five minutes 10% or more of a CPU core, making them candidates for offloading. However, on average, every node within the cluster has 7.7 (normalized) CPU cores running such tasks within every five minutes sample period, diminishing the power saving benefit of in-network computing (assuming a limited number of workloads can be offloaded at a time).
The Google trace leads us to consider a different usage model: in-network computing on demand as load diminishes, rather than when load increases. When a multitude of jobs run on the same server, offloading to the network saves little power. However, as jobs end or are migrated from the server, moving the last (or first) job to the network will save power. The benefit of in-network computing remains applicable when latency or throughput, rather than power efficiency, are the targets, regardless of the load on the CPU.
Switch On-Demand?
We analyze the benefit in in-network computing on demand using switch ASIC. Unlike NIC, a switch serves multiple nodes, and in the next example we focus on a Top of Rack (ToR) switch, serving a rack of n nodes. We maintain the notations used in 8, where we asserted that the tipping point from the software to the network occurs when R reaches
Discussions with several silicon switch vendors confirmed that P N i = P S i holds for these specific devices, and that switches' dynamic power consumption mostly increases linearly with data rate. The difference in power consumption between fixed-function and programmable switches is small, and favors the programmable switch (comparing Arista switches [3] [4] [5] ). With switches designed to serve billions of packets per second, taking less than 5W per 100G port [5] , a million queries will draw less than 1W 4 . This is unparalleled with the CPU power consumption under similar conditions ( §4).
(R) when R is almost zero, a result that is further strengthened when we remember that both P N d (R) and P S d (R) contain a shared power consumption element, the dynamic power consumption of the switch forwarding packets, which based on our discussions dominates P N d (R). This is slightly different to the case discussed for FPGA, where the power difference between a forwarding-only and workload-processing in not negligible, relative to the maximum power consumption of an FPGA NIC.
A different case consider the switch handling just some of the requests, and the rest are handled by the host (e.g., caching). Here the host may still consume significant power, possibly close to the saturation point. Under this scenario, the greatest benefit will come from performance, and it is a function of hit:miss ratio to define the efficiency of offloading on-demand.
Further Discussion
Latency. In-network computing reduces latency by design. By terminating a transaction within the network, instead of reaching the host, time can be saved. P4xos, Emu DNS and LaKe have all demonstrated significant latency improvement at the 99 t h percentile. The tail latency of an in-network computing application depends on its implementation: a fully pipelined design that does not access external memories will have an almost-constant latency (±100ns on NetFPGA SUME) and additional pipeline stages required to implement an application will often have nano-second scale overhead. In these architectures, power consumption and latency will be independent. Latency variance due to congestion will be the result of switch-forwarding, and thus be experienced in a software-based environment as well. Access to external memories can lead to latency increase of hundreds of nanoseconds ( [78] , depending on hit and miss ratio) and additional power consumption. Still, it will be faster than going through PCIe to the host [88] , processing there and accessing similar (power consuming) memories on the host. To conclude, where latency is the target, there is no need for in-network computing on demand, as in-network computing will provide lower latency.
Generality of In-Network Computing on Demand. In-network computing is not the magic cure-all for data centers' problems. Not all applications are suitable to be shifted to the network, and the gain won't be the same for all. In-network computing is best suited for applications that are networkintensive, i.e., where the communication between hosts has a high toll on the CPU. Latency sensitive applications are also well suited for in-network computing. It is no coincidence that the most popular in-network computing applications to date are caching related [37, 38, 46] . Caching provides a large benefit in the common case, and a way to handle tail events. Other applications may find in-network computing on demand to be hard. For example, using Paxos in the network is hard, and doing it on demand is even harder. The effort of implementing an in-network computing solution may just be too high for some applications. Furthermore, each application may have a different power consumption gain, as shown in Figure 5 .
In-Network Computing Alternatives. Readers may wonder if there are no simpler solutions to increasing application performance, rather than in-network computing. One solution, for example, is using multiple standard NICs in a server to achieve higher bandwidth [24, 30] . However, this approach comes at the cost of more NICs, increasing power and price. Alternatively, one may use multiple servers, or opt for a multisocket or multi-node architecture [47] . These may be cost and power equivalent to an FPGA, a smartNIC, or an ASIC based design. But, their performance per watt is unlikely to match the ASIC-based solution. GPUs are efficient for offloading computation-heavy applications, but as they are not directly connected to the network, they are less suitable for networkintensive applications.
FPGA, SmartNIC or Switch?
"Where should I place my in-network computing application?" one may wonder. The answer is not conclusive. Today, a switch ASIC can provide both the highest performance and the highest performance per Watt. Running in a switch also cuts in half the number of (application-specific) packets through the switch: instead of both request and reply packets going through the switch, only one packet goes through: entering as the request, and coming out as the reply. A switch may not be, however, the cheapest solution, with a price tag of ×10 or more compared to other solutions 5 . Using a switch as the place to implement in-network computing leads to other questions. What is the topology of the network? Can and will all messages travel through a specific (non addressed) switch? What are the implications of a switch failure (as opposed to a smartNIC/FPGA next to the end-host)? The answers are all application and data center dependent. Switches also have limited flexibility compared to other programmable devices: they have limited resources (per Gbps) and a vendor-provided target architecture, that may not fit all applications.
SmartNICs maintain the same power consumption as NICs, typically limiting their power consumption to 25W supplied 5 List prices, obtained from https://colfaxdirect.com through the PCI express slot, while achieving millions of operations per Watt, including external memories access [23, 54] . There are currently four architectural approaches to SmartNICs: FPGA based [27, 58, 74] , ASIC based [59] , combining ASIC and FPGA [55] , and SoC based [53] . The FPGA-based design is closest to the NetFPGA-based design we discussed, while the ASIC-based smartNICs are closest to the switch-ASIC approach. SoC-based smartNICs are likely to provide the easiest trajectory for implementing in-network computing, but their resource and performance scalability is limited compared to other solutions, as they balance both programmable resources and processing cores, leading the networking requirement to face earlier the resource wall [87] . The power efficiency of SoC based solution depends on the type of integration between the data plane and the processing cores. Still, the introduction of SoC FPGA by manufacturers such as Intel is likely to increase the use of hybrid in-network computing solutions.
Between FPGA, smartNIC and ASIC, FPGA (and FPGAbased smartNICs) is likely to provide the poorest performance and performance per Watt, due to its general purpose nature. Yet, FPGA performance per Watt in real data centers is not significantly below ASIC. Azure's FPGA-based AccelNet SmartNIC [27] consumes 17W-19W (standalone) on a board supporting 40GE, providing close to 4Mpps/W for some use cases. This is slightly better, but on a par with, the FPGA-based power consumption reported in this work. The big advantage of FPGA, and FPGA-based platforms, is their flexibility-the ability to implement almost every application and to use (on a bespoke board) any interface, memory or storage device. ASIC-based smartNICs may not be suitable for every in-network function, but for many applications, they will provide a good trade-off of programmability, cost, maturity and power consumption.
Related and Future Work
Because green computing and power efficiency are extremely important to cloud computing [29] , there has been a considerable amount of prior work (e.g., [9, 31] ). Much of this work has been dedicated to power efficient computing and the assignment of workloads (e.g., [13, 41, 50] ), including dynamic offloading to GPUs ( [34] ).
Although there has recently been an uptick in interest on in-network computing [22, 33, 36, 38, 69] , the concept is not new. Previous systems have leveraged middleboxes, hardware accelerators, and offered network-as-a-service [17, 19, 28] . The main trend that distinguishes recent work is expressiveness, i.e., the ability to (relatively) easily shift applications from software to network. The introduction of programmable data planes [15] and domain specific languages for networking [14] has increased the potential impact of previous solutions, and their potential throughput by orders of magnitude (e.g., [37] ).
There are several notable examples of recent work on innetwork computing, including caching applications [38, 46, 77] , distributed systems services [21, 22, 33] , monitoring and telemetry [40] , and more. An advantage of these solutions is their integration within, or replacement of, commodity network devices, whether NICs or switches. This leads to a reduction in power overheads, as we have demonstrated, as well as reductions in cost, space, and equipment (e.g., cables).
In-network computing contrasts with acceleration solutions offered by cloud providers today, such as Amazon's F1 [10] and Google's TPUs [39] . While the power consumption of such platforms is not divorced from our results [39] , the main difference is that these solutions are additions to the data center environment, whereas in-network computing takes advantage of equipment that is already part of the data center. In some cases, acceleration platforms are not networked-attached, but rather all transactions go through the CPU. This approach is ideal for applications that are computation intensive, but not suited to network intensive application This paper has demonstrated that in-network computing can be power efficient, and we hope that our work will inspire future research. There are several research challenges that stem from this work. First, exploring the extent of in-network computing on demand and the ability to shift any application to the network. Second, power-aware data center scheduling that supports in-network computing on demand on a large scale. And last, but not least, reliability of in-network computing. With in-network computing providing ×1000 power saving, the future of green computing has just become better.
Conclusion
In-network computing is an emerging trend, but has been criticized as being impractical under real operating conditions. Through extensive evaluations on diverse case studies, this work explores that assumption. Our experiments show that although in-network computing is inefficient at low message rates, it quickly becomes more power efficient than host-based solutions under increased load. Inspired by this observation, we introduced in-network computing on demand, a scheme allowing to dynamically shift loads between software-and hardware-based solutions, always benefiting from the best power efficiency.
We make the results and a reproducible environment available on our website [76] and on github [75] .
